“The University of North Texas (UNT) Digital Library: Leveraging Digital Library Infrastructure to Support a Modern Research Library” by Mark Phillips, UNT Assistant Dean for Digital Libraries

Presentation Details:
March 17, 2014, 8:30-10am
Smathers Library, Room 1A

Overview:
Mark Phillips will discuss the digital library activities at the UNT Libraries and how they are using their existing digital library infrastructure to build research collections that support a growing research institution. The talk will cover the issues of technical infrastructure needed to support these activities as well as metadata quality, collection development, and assessment of digital collections.

References and further information:
- University of North Texas (UNT) Digital Library: http://digital.library.unt.edu/
- Portal to Texas History: http://texashistory.unt.edu/
- “Building Cultures of Data Management through Integrative Approaches to Humanities Research” UF & UNT NEH grant proposal: http://ufdc.ufl.edu/AA00020047/00001